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Abstract. In view of the increase in cancer-related mortality rates in low- to middle-income countries (LMIC), there is an urgent need to develop economical therapies that can be utilized at minimal infrastructure institutions. Photodynamic therapy (PDT), a photochemistry-based treatment modality, offers such a possibility provided that low-cost light sources and photosensitizers are available. In this proof-of-principle study, we focus on adapting the PDT light source to a low-resource setting and compare an inexpensive, portable, battery-powered light-emitting diode (LED) light source with a standard, high-cost laser source. The comparison studies were performed in vivo in a xenograft murine model of human squamous cell carcinoma subjected to 5-aminolevulinic acid-induced protoporphyrin IX PDT. We observed virtually identical control of the tumor burden by both the LED source and the standard laser source. Further insights into the biological response were evaluated by biomarker analysis of necrosis, microvessel density, and hypoxia [carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX) expression] among groups of control, LED-PDT, and laser-PDT treated mice. There is no significant difference in the percent necrotic volume and CAIX expression in tumors that were treated with the two different light sources. These encouraging preliminary results merit further investigations in orthotopic animal models of cancers prevalent in LMICs. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.20.4.048003]
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1 Introduction

In low- to middle-income countries (LMICs), the rates of cancer occurrence and cancer-related mortality are increasing at paces that will exceed such rates in more developed countries. In a study of cancer-specific patterns and trends, Bray et al. predict an increase in cancer incidence from the 12.7 million new cases in 2008 to 22.2 million cases by 2030, and with the rapid socioeconomic transition of LMICs toward westernization, countries might see a reduction in infection-related cancers but an increase in reproductive, dietary, or hormonal related cancers. With the rise of cancer occurrence and cancer-related mortality, the GLOBOCAN initiative and several recent articles indicate the need for closing the disproportional gap between cancer incidence and mortality rates in developed countries and LMICs. Several countries have already taken the initiative to bridge this gap, and a Global Task Force has been created to increase the accessibility of cancer in LMICs. To solve this particular global cancer challenge, it is critical to develop cancer diagnostic and therapeutic techniques that are inexpensive and can be used in low-resource settings.

Surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy are the mainstays of cancer management, yet they require major medical infrastructure and are costly for both the patient and the society. Therefore, there is a need for an alternative approach to these high-cost procedures. Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is one such option and has shown promise in treating several types of cancers that are prevalent in LMICs, such as oral, bladder, glioma, pancreatic, and esophageal cancers. PDT is a photochemistry-based modality that imparts light-mediated cytotoxicity to target tissues via excitation of a photosensitizer with light of a specific wavelength. The technique is clinically approved for the treatment of a number of carcinomas, and the mechanisms of action have been well studied.

The two major components that need to be available for the successful implementation of PDT in LMICs are affordable photosensitizers and light sources. The prodrug δ-aminolevulinic acid (ALA), which preferentially converts to the photosensitizer protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) in tumors, can be stored at room temperature without specialty storage equipment. ALA can be easily administered to patients topically, as a cream, or orally, through ingestion in beverages, without sophisticated medical setups or highly trained healthcare professionals. Moreover, ALA is readily available in LMICs such as India (DUSA Pharmaceuticals, Inc., a subsidiary of Sun Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd., an India-based conglomerate). The second major component of PDT is the light source required to initiate photodynamic action. Often, light sources are expensive, bulky, and immobile. Moreover, current PDT light sources (e.g., lasers) typically require electricity for...
continuous operation, a feature not available in developing countries due to frequent electrical power failure. In recent years, there have been several attempts to replace lasers with light-emitting diode (LED)-based light sources to reduce cost and increase flexibility of use in sites outside major hospitals. In an effort to make PDT a viable treatment in LMICs by comparing it to a standard monochromatic, relatively costly diode laser as the illumination device. We accomplished this goal by testing the two devices for ALA-PDT in vivo in a xenograft murine model of squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). Several frequently occurring cancers in the developing world, such as oral, cervical, and skin, are of SCC origin, and we view this proof-of-principle study as an early step toward implementing PDT in low resource settings to treat these SCCs and related cancers. While typical study endpoints of tumor volume or weight are extremely useful measures of treatment efficacy, they do not provide any insights into the mechanistic aspects and long-term outcomes of a given therapeutic modality. Instead, better quantitative measures and biomarkers are often considered to be better prognostic indicators. Here, we calculated areas of necrosis in PDT-treated tumors and also gauged the extent of PDT-induced hypoxia by immunofluorescence (IFC) staining for the biomarker carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX) and established alterations in the microvessel density (MVD). These parameters have the potential to predict tumor treatment efficacy and provide mechanistic insights into the success or failure of the therapy, enabling early additional or secondary interventions in the future.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Subcutaneous Tumor Implantation

All animal studies were approved by the Subcommittee on Research Animal Care at the Massachusetts General Hospital and conformed to the guidelines established by the NIH. The protocol for establishing the mouse model was adapted from a previous publication by our group. Briefly, four-to-six-week-old female Swiss nude mice weighing ~20 to 25 g were obtained from Cox Breeding Laboratories, Cambridge, Massachusetts. A431 human epidermoid carcinoma cells of low passage number (<20) in monolayer were collected and resuspended in phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and 50 μL containing 5 × 10⁶ cells were injected subcutaneously into the right scapula region. The tumors were allowed to grow until they reached about 40 to 80 mm³ in volume (12 days after implantation), at which time point we started the study on tumor response to PDT using the LED light source (LED-PDT) or a laser light source. A schematic timeline of the experimental design and setup is shown in Fig. 1. Tumor response to the treatments was evaluated by daily measuring tumor size in three dimensions with calipers for a total of 7 days. At the end of the experiments, tumors were excised from the sacrificed mice, weighed, measured, and then processed for immunohistochemical analysis. A total of 25 mice were used in the study [five mice in the control (no treatment) group, seven mice in the low-dose (20 J/cm²) LED-PDT group, five mice in the low-dose laser-PDT group, four mice in the high-dose (100 J/cm²) LED-PDT group, and four mice in the high-dose laser-PDT group].

2.2 Photodynamic Therapy

The tumor-bearing mice were administered ALA intravenously at a dose of 170 mg/kg. After a 4 h interval, transcutaneous irradiation of the tumor through the skin was performed using either the LED or the laser light. For the LED-PDT groups, irradiation was performed using the portable device with a red LED light source (Fig. 2) at a fluence rate of ~60 mW/cm² for a designated dose of 20 or 100 J/cm². The prototype device used in this study is built in an aluminum box with a

---

Fig. 1 The timeline for light-emitting diode (LED)-based photodynamic therapy (PDT) study.

Fig. 2 (a) Electronic circuit and (b) photograph of the battery-powered LED light source.
breadboard slot for electronics and a battery pack for 3 AA batteries (4.5 V). The light source used was a single high-output LED (OptoDiode OD-624L-ND) with peak emission at 635 nm and a full width half maximum of 40 nm built in a TO-39 housing. To manage thermal energy dissipated in the diode, a TO-39 star heat sink was coupled to the LED housing with thermal compound (Wakefield Thermal Solutions, Pelham, New Hampshire). All treatment response data were obtained using three AA alkaline batteries connected in series to power the LED. Internal electronics included a 5Ω power resistor and voltage regulator (LM317, Fairchild Semiconductor) as shown in the Fig. 2C circuit diagram. The LM317 is a three-terminal floating regulator and it maintained a nominal 1.25 V reference between its output (OUT) and adjustment (ADJ) terminals. This reference voltage was converted to a constant current by the 5Ω power resistor that flowed through the LED and to the ground.

For the laser-PDT groups, a commercially available laser source (Model 7401; Intense, North Brunswick, New Jersey) operating at 655 nm was used. The output of the laser [measured via a VEGA laser power energy meter (Ophir Laser Measurement Group, LLC)] was adjusted to 60 mW/cm² to provide the same fluence rate as the LED light source. The beam diameter for both light sources was ~6 mm in diameter.

### 2.3 Hematoxylin and Eosin Stain and IFC Procedure

Post-euthanasia, tumors were extracted and embedded in a mold with cryoembedding media (OCT) on dry ice. Sections were cut using a cryostat 250 to 300 μm levels across the entire tumor volume. At each level, two adjacent sections (5 μm each) were stained for standard hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stain and IFC stains, respectively. The H&E stain was performed using a Leica ST5010 Autostainer XL to examine tissue morphology (structure). Hematoxylin stained nucleic acids blue and eosin stained the cytoplasm and extracellular matrix pink. IFC staining was performed to obtain information on the microvessel marker (CD31) and CAIX biomarkers. Briefly, after cryostat sectioning, the slides were fixed in a precooled mixture of 1:1 acetone and methanol for 20 min on ice, and then air dried for 30 min at room temperature. The slides were then washed three times (5 min each) in PBS. A protein block (Dako Protein Block Reagent) was applied to the tissue sections for 1 h at room temperature, followed by application of the antibody at 100x dilution overnight at 4°C. Mouse CD31/PECAM-1 Affinity Purified Polyclonal antibody (R&D Systems, Inc.) and human CAIX antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) were used for staining the microvasculature and hypoxic areas in the tumor section respectively. The slides were washed in PBS and secondary antibody (Donkey Anti-Goat IgG NL493 Affinity Purified PAb for recognizing CD31 antibody and Donkey Anti-Rabbit NL557 for recognizing CAIX antibody from R&D Systems, Inc.) was applied for 2 h at room temperature. Finally, the slides were washed and sealed with coverslips and nail polish using a SlowFadeGold AntifadeMountant with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (S36938, Invitrogen).

### 2.4 Image Analysis

A whole slide scanning fluorescence imaging system (Hamamatsu NanoZoomer 2.0-RS) was used to image both H&E and IFC slides. The resolution of the NanoZoomer system is 0.23 μm/pixel. The imaging system has a filter wheel unit that automatically selects and switches filters for excitation and emission wavelengths to allow sequential image acquisition at multiple wavelengths. The NanoZoomer series uses a three-chip time delay integration (TDI) camera to accurately reproduce sample colors. It enables the observation of minute variations in the colors of samples. The three-chip TDI camera has red, green, and blue channels and they are used to produce a single RGB image. The nanoomzer system stores images in nanoomzer digital pathology image (NDPI) file format, a format developed and used by Hamamatsu, Inc. (for storing image data generated by slide-scanners at different resolutions). In our analysis, we converted the NDPI images to tiffs at 10x magnification using ImageJ NDPI Tools plugin. The tiffs were then analyzed using customized Matlab code and image processing.
toolbox functions for the evaluation of necrotic regions, evaluation of MVD (CD31-positive cells per tumor cross-sectional area), and extent of hypoxia (CAIX-positive cells per tumor cross-sectional area). A detailed flowchart of the image analysis is provided in Fig. 3. Specifically for H&E slides, images were converted to a grayscale image such that a value of 0 represents black and a value of 255 represents white. The white, noncellular regions within the tumor cross-sections were identified using threshold equivalent to values greater than a value of 240. A two-dimensional median filter (filter size of 5.0 × 5.0 pixels) was applied to the image to remove salt-and-pepper noise. All the necrotic region areas were summed using the bwarea function in the MATLAB image processing toolbox. The region props function in the image processing toolbox aided in identifying tumor cross-section areas. The IFC images contained three channels representing the DAPI, CD31, and CAIX stains. To obtain the tumor cross-section area from the IFC images, the RGB fluorescence images were first converted to grayscale using the rgb2gray function in the image processing toolbox. The RGB fluorescence images were converted to binary images. The sum of the positive pixels in the binary image yielded the tumor cross-section area. The green and the red channel data were transformed to a binary image to calculate the CD31 and CAIX, respectively, positive regions within the same tumor cross-section. This process was repeated for ~200 tissue cross-sections with H&E stain and ~50 tissue cross-sections for the IFC stain. Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPadPrism (La Jolla, California) and MedCalc (Ostend, Belgium). One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) Tukey’s multiple comparison test (GraphPad PRISM) was used to statistically compare the MVD and CAIX expression among different groups and time points. F-test (MedCalc) was used to statistically compare the standard deviations of the laser and LED-based PDT groups. A p-value <0.05 was considered to be significant unless specified.

3 Results and Discussion

The tumor volume measurements of mice that underwent laser-PDT or LED-PDT at 20 or 100 J/cm^2 are shown in Fig. 4(a). The tumors in mice that did not receive any treatment [Fig. 4(a), black line] had an exponential growth as expected. On day 2 post-therapy, no significant difference was observed between the tumor volumes in all treatment groups. As a response to PDT, the mice developed some edematic response post-treatment, which resulted in larger tumor volumes 2 days post-PDT. While a significant difference between the tumor volumes of low dose PDT and nontreated groups was observed at 7 days post-therapy, the high-dose PDT group showed a significant difference in tumor volume within 4 days post-therapy. The mice that received higher light doses (100 J/cm^2) had better treatment responses compared to those which received a 20 J/cm^2 light dose, as expected. Indeed, PDT dose and subsequent treatment response are dependent on the light dose utilized in the treatment as has been shown by us and others. We also observed no statistical difference (one-way ANOVA) between tumor volumes in mice that underwent Laser or LED-PDT.

Figure 4(b) shows a scatter plot of ex-vivo tumor volumes (tumors were extracted 7 days post-therapy) versus post-excision tumor weight for the control mice (black circle), the mice that received 20 J/cm^2 [Fig. 4(b), squares], and mice that received 100 J/cm^2 [Fig. 4(b), triangles]. Tumors that did not receive any treatment [Fig. 4(b), black circle] weighed more than PDT-treated tumors. The tumors treated with 20 J/cm^2 fluorescence weighed more and had a higher volume than the tumors treated with high light dose (100 J/cm^2). No statistical difference in the weights of the excised tumors between the LED and laser-treated tumors was observed. An F-test comparing the standard deviations of the LED and laser-PDT groups yielded a p-value of 0.25 indicating no significant difference between the standard deviations of the two groups.

Higher necrotic volumes are representative of better treatment outcome as has been shown in PDT by our group and others. To evaluate the efficacy of our LED-based PDT, we compared the necrotic volume in the tumors to those generated by the laser-based PDT. Generally, random representative tissue sections of the tumor are analyzed for calculation of necrotic areas. Here, necrotic areas for ~15 to 25 cross-sections per tumor spaced 250 to 300 µm apart are calculated providing coverage of a large proportion of the tumor. The tumor cross-section area obtained from the H&E images was summed.
to obtain gross tumor volume and was correlated with volume of tumors measured via calipers postexcision [Fig. 5(a)]. A good correlation ($r^2 = 0.81$, $p$-value $< 0.001$) of tumor volume obtained from H&E images and postexcision tumor volume was observed, indicating that we obtained sufficient sampling of the tumor to draw meaningful conclusions about total necrotic volume in the tumors. Representative H&E images of a tumor treated with LED and laser-PDT at 100 J/cm² and control tumors are shown in Figs. 5(c) to 5(e). PDT-treated tumors clearly show enhanced necrotic regions [Fig. 5(c), pointed by a black arrow] while the control (no-treatment) tumor [Fig. 5(e)] had dense viable tissue. Quantification of the necrotic areas within the tumors [Fig. 5(c)] demonstrates that the PDT-treated tumors had significantly higher necrotic areas than the control group ($p$-value $< 0.05$). Furthermore, we do not observe any significant difference in necrotic volumes between the LED-PDT [Fig. 5(b), purple bar] and laser-PDT [Fig. 5(b), orange bar] groups.

Figure 5 shows representative fluorescence images of tumor sections from mice treated with LED-PDT, laser-PDT, and no-treatment groups. The cell nuclei stained in DAPI are pseudocolored in blue. The blood vessels stained with CD31 biomarker are shown in green and the CAIX biomarker is pseudocolored in red. MVD in various tumors (~15 to 20 cross-sections/group) was quantified via IFC staining of the standard biomarker platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule (PECAM-1), also known as cluster of differentiation 31 (CD31). No significant differences ($p > 0.05$) between the blood vessel densities of different groups [Fig. 5(d)] were observed. These results are in agreement with several studies that indicate no change in MVD post ALA-based PDT and support a general belief that ALA-PDT destruction mechanisms may be dominated by cellular rather than vascular damage. However, this may not be the entire explanation for the observation. The MVDs were determined at 7 days post-treatment, and it is conceivable that there was enough time for vessel regrowth in which there should have been a vascular component to the PDT-induced damage, as has been suggested by others.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show enhanced CAIX expression in tumors treated with PDT. Quantitative analysis of the number of CAIX-positive cells in various tumor cross-sections indicated CAIX expression is significantly higher in the PDT-treated tumors than in tumors of the no-treatment group ($p < 0.05$). The LED-PDT [Fig. 5(c), purple bar] or the laser-PDT [Fig. 5(c), orange bar] groups did not have significant difference in CAIX-positive cells per tumor cross-section. Several studies have shown that tumors experience hypoxic conditions within a few minutes to several hours post-PDT. PpIX is primarily a type II photosensitizer that generates cytotoxic species via consumption of oxygen in the surrounding environment leading to hypoxic conditions. CAIX is a downstream biomarker of hypoxia inducible factor (HIF-1α), upregulated under hypoxic conditions, making CAIX closely associated with hypoxia. Our observation of high CAIX expression in PDT-treated tumors is consistent with the expectation that photodynamic action would create a hypoxic environment.

PDT dosimetry can be complex and several groups have pointed to a strong dependence on light delivery parameters. Therefore, there was no a priori assumption that

![Fig. 5](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics/048003-5)

(a) Scatter plot showing correlation between tumor volume deduced from the hemotoxylin and eosin (H&E) tissue sections and postexcision tumor volume measured with calipers. The solid black line represents a linear correlation with $r^2 = 0.81$. (b) Mean necrotic area per tumor cross-section area in various mice in the no-treatment ($n = 74$ sections), LED-PDT ($n = 48$ sections), and laser-PDT ($n = 40$ sections) groups. The error bars represent SEM. The PDT-treated group had higher necrotic area than the control groups. There was no statistical difference (one-way analysis of variance test) between the LED-PDT and laser-PDT groups. (c–e) Representative H&E images from mice in the LED-PDT, laser-PDT, and no-treatment groups. The scale bar represents length of 5 mm.
using the broadband LED-based source would quantitatively yield the same results as the monochromatic laser light source. It is encouraging and a bit surprising to us that in this comparative in vivo study on the biological outcomes of PDT, using a low-cost LED-based battery powered source and a traditional 635-nm laser source gave identical results in all the parameters evaluated despite these sources having contrasting spectral, coherence, and power stability properties that may well have affected the treatment outcomes. This initial study with a mobile, low-cost, battery-powered broadband light source points to the feasibility of PDT in low resource settings. Here, we measured the LED power before treating every mouse and replaced the batteries of the light source before treatment of the mice if the degradation of power was >10%. It is clear that studies aimed at improving the illumination device along with ALA dose and routes of administration are needed to define a reliable set of treatment conditions in a low-resource setting.

In addition to the standard method of continuous illumination during PDT, the battery-powered light source could also be adapted with an “on-off” switch to perform fractionated PDT, a methodology that has shown potential for various tumors. Studies regarding the stability of the device for longer illumination times or fractionated PDT are currently being investigated.

The study was designed to qualitatively and quantitatively compare the two light sources—battery powered LED and traditional commercially available laser—for therapeutic efficacy in an in vivo model and was not designed to achieve complete eradication of tumors. As it turned out, there was no difference between any of the parameters evaluated for treatment response between the two sources. Consistent with previous reports pointing to the importance of PDT dose in modulating the treatment outcome, we observed regions of viable tumor even at a high incident dose of 100 J/cm² possibly due to heterogeneous PpIX distribution. Often, fluorescence imaging of PpIX is used as a dosimetric parameter and the change in PpIX fluorescence post-therapy, i.e., the photobleaching of PpIX, has been useful in personalizing therapeutic dose and providing better insights into treatment efficacy. Along with low-cost light sources similar to the one described here, portable imaging systems, including potential smart phone based devices for fluorescence imaging techniques, combined with strategies for more homogeneous PpIX synthesis might provide rapid and inexpensive options for therapy and monitoring design in LMICs.

4 Conclusions

This study demonstrates identical results not only in tumor volumes but also in the biomarker metrics such as necrotic volume, microvascular density, and CAIX expression (measure of hypoxia) with both the portable, battery-powered LED light source and the traditional laser light source post ALA-based PDT in SCC tumors. These results are promising and merit comprehensive studies to (1) investigate appropriate light delivery parameters (e.g., time and irradiance), (2) evaluate the LED light source in other models of cancer relevant to LMICs, and (3) develop strategies to overcome heterogeneity of PpIX distribution within tumors. With the aid of battery-powered light sources and photosensitizer prodrugs, such as ALA, which can be stored at room temperature and administered via oral beverages, PDT could be an important treatment option in the treatment of oral, cervical, skin, and other cancers that are prevalent in LMICs.

Fig. 6 (a–c) Representative immunofluorescence images of the tumors in the LED-PDT, laser-PDT and no-treatment. The scale bar represents length of 1 mm. The cell nuclei stained in DAPI are pseudo-colored in blue. The blood vessels stained with CD31 biomarker are shown in green and the CAIX biomarker is pseudo-colored in red. We notice an enhancement in CAIX fluorescence signal (red) in PDT treated tumors. (d and e) Graphs showing microvessel density and percent CAIX-positive area per tumor cross-section across different cross-sections in the tumors from various groups. There was no statistically significant difference in MVD between the groups. The PDT-treated tumors had higher CAIX-positive area than the control tumors. There was no statistically significant difference in percent CAIX-positive area per tumor cross-section between the LED-PDT and laser-PDT group.
The current mainstays of cancer treatments, including surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy, are either not accessible to a majority of patients or not affordable. These traditional approaches require hospitalization or monitoring at medical centers with infrastructure. Therefore, innovative, low-cost approaches with potential for use in low resource settings that are universal and not only confined to LMICs are critical to meet the impending challenge. With low-cost light sources, PDT offers one such alternative. Although several issues remain before the technology that can be made reliable and portable for use in low resource settings, the present study is a first step toward this translation.
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